
Specificaties

Artikelnummer TAIL-HAD-TOY-TROOP

Prijs Prijzen vanaf € 330,00

Afmetingen Width: 767mm
Height: 559mm

Geschikt voor Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 78 Troop Carrier
Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser 70 Series
Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 75 Troop Carrier
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Achterdeur halfzakkend
raam - swing out type

Elevate your Toyota Troop Carrier or Toyota 70-

series tail door (swing-out type) with the Explore

Glazing half-drop window, unlocking a world of

possibilities for enhanced ventilation, durability, and

customization.



Achterdeur halfzakkend raam - swing out type

Experience the perfect combination of functionality and design with the Explore Glazing half-drop
window for the Toyota Troop Carrier and Toyota 70-series tail door (swing-out type). This exceptional
window option not only matches the dimensions of the original tail door glass, allowing for seamless
restoration if needed, but also eliminates the hassle of adjusting the tail door thanks to its installation
in the original rubber.

While providing exceptional ventilation, please note that the half-drop window does not include a
heating function, focusing solely on delivering a refreshing flow of fresh air during your journeys. Its
vertical operation from top to bottom ensures optimal airflow across the entire width of the window,
creating a comfortable and enjoyable driving experience.

Crafted with durability in mind, the aluminum window frame is coated with a high-quality black
industrial powder coating (RAL 9005). This protective coating ensures long-lasting resilience against
discoloration caused by various weather conditions, maintaining its sleek appearance for years to
come.

Convenience is key, and the Explore Glazing half-drop window features two user-friendly closures that
offer flexibility in opening the window to different positions, allowing you to customize the airflow
according to your preferences.

Safety is paramount, and this window is equipped with 4 mm tempered safety glass certified by ECE
43R and DOT. The dark grey LT20% color (80% tinted) adds a touch of style while maintaining
excellent visibility and protection.

To further enhance its functionality, the half-drop window can be complemented with an
external window guard for added protection or an internal Molle system for organized storage,
providing you with versatile solutions tailored to your specific needs.
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Inbouw

General

The dimensions of the window fully correspond to the original window of your Toyota Troop
Carrier or Toyota 70-series tail door (swing-out type).
No adjustments to the bodywork are necessary, which means that the original window can easily
be replaced.
Easy and quick to assemble.

The window is mounted in the original sealing rubber.

You can download a removal and installation instruction from the workshop manual under 'prices and
guides'.
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